We present a method for determining optimal modes of operation for autonomously oscillating systems with uncertain parameters. In a typical application of the method, a nonlinear dynamical system is optimized with respect to an economic objective function with nonlinear programming methods, and stability is guaranteed for all points in a robustness region around the optimal point. The stability constraints are implemented by imposing a lower bound on the distance between the optimal point and all stability boundaries in its vicinity, where stability boundaries are described with notions from bifurcation theory. We derive the required constraints for a general class of periodically operated processes and show how these bounds can be integrated into standard nonlinear programming methods. We present results of the optimization of two chemical reaction systems for illustration.
Introduction
constraints are addressed with the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. Note that the 76 normal vector method proposed in the present paper does not use semi-77 infinite programs, but finite-dimensional nonlinear programs.
78
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a formal problem state-79 ment in Section 2 and outline of the normal vector method in Section 3. In
80
Section 4 the characterization of the stability boundaries, or more generally 81 critical manifolds, is introduced. The normal vectors to these critical mani-82 folds and the nonlinear programs based on them are discussed in Section 5.
83
The proposed method is illustrated in Section 6. A conclusion is stated in 84 Section 7. 
System class and optimization problems of interest

86
We consider dynamic systems described by a set of nonlinear parameter- 
where x(t) ∈ R nx and α ∈ R nα denote state variables and parameters, respec- and is assumed to be smooth with respect to all variables and parameters.
91
The simplest solutions of (1) are the equilibria, i.e., points (x, α) ∈ R nx × 92 R nα such that 93 f (x, α) = 0.
The second class of solutions of ODE systems (1) that we consider are pe-94 riodic orbits (x(t), T, α). Periodic orbits are solutions of (1) that satisfy the 95 additional boundary condition
where the smallest admissible T > 0 is the period of the orbit. We are φ(x (0) (t),
The optimal equilibrium solution is found by solving 102 max
0 ≤ h(x (0) , α (0) ).
We denote the objective function φ and the inequality constraints h by the 103 same symbols in both cases (4) and (5) and are assumed to be smooth with respect to all variables and parameters.
107
Note that we sometimes have to solve both optimization problems (4) and 
Outline of the normal vector approach
111
The central idea of the normal vector method is that the parametric dis-
112
tance between the optimal point and a critical boundary can be measured 113 along the normal direction to this boundary (Dobson, 1993 ). This idea is 114 sketched in Figure 1 . By "critical boundary" we refer to boundaries in the boundary must be sufficiently large (Mönnigmann and Marquardt, 2002) .
124
This requirement can be enforced with the constraints to be stated. This is detailed in Section 5. We refer to constraints of the 132 form (6) as "normal vector constraints".
133
It remains to take uncertain parameters in the model (1) into account.
134
We assume that the parameters α i lie in intervals
where α uncertainty ∆α i . This is equivalent to rescaling (7) according to
The uncertainty region (7) then reads as
In Figure 1 and in what follows we assume that parameters α and α (0) are 142 scaled according to (8). The uncertainty region (9) is sketched in Figure 1 .
143
It can be overestimated by a hyperball of radius d min = √ n α . The circle in Figure 1 illustrates the two-dimensional case, i.e., n α = 2. boundaries are illustrated with a model of a peroxidase-oxidase reaction sys-satisfies Equation (3), i.e.,
Since the Poincaré section Σ shown in Figure 2 can be shifted to intersect the 167 orbit ϕ at any other point, it is not unique. A particular Poincaré section is 168 uniquely defined by specifying the point of its intersection with the periodic 169 orbit ϕ, and requiring Σ to be transversal (orthogonal) to the tangent to ϕ 170 at this point. Formally, this is equivalent to introducing a phase condition
where s maps from a subset of 
175
The Poincaré map Π is the function that maps a point x(kT ) ∈ Σ, k = 176 {0, 1, 2, . . . } onto the point x((k + 1)T ) attained along the periodic orbit (10) 177 after one period T , i.e.,
By a slight abuse of notation we denote x(kT ), x((k + 1)T ), etc. by x(k),
179
x(k + 1), respectively, to stress that the Poincaré map yields a discrete 180 time system. The Poincaré map is usually defined in local coordinates 181x = (x 1 , . . . ,x nx−1 ) ∈ R nx−1 on Σ (see Figures 2b and 2d ). This results
182
in a discrete time system of the form where we use the same symbol Π in (12) and (13) for simplicity.
184
The orbit ϕ is a periodic orbit of the continuous time system (1) if and 185 only if the intersection point x 0 is a fixed point of the Poincaré map, i.e. 
for brevity. M has eigenvalues λ = 1, λ 1 , . 
The peroxidase-oxidase reaction model
247
We introduce the peroxidase-oxidase reaction model that will later be 248 optimized in Section 6.1. The model is introduced here already, because it 249 can be used in illustrations throughout the paper this way.
250
The peroxidase-oxidase reaction model describes the aerobic oxidation wood hard (Halliwell, 1978; Mäder and Füssl, 1982 addressed in (17g).
Step (17h) refers to the inflow of NADH.
275
The following model results from applying the law of mass action to the 276 reaction mechanism (17)
where all variables are dimensionless (Olsen, 1983 and k 3 cannot be controlled to arbitrary precision, but they may drift within 285 certain error bounds. Consequently, k 1 and k 2 are uncertain parameters.
286
The uncertainty is stated precisely in (28) augmented systems are the basis for the calculation of the normal direction r introduced in Figure 1 and Equation (6).
306
We briefly explain the augmented system for flip bifurcation points of 
where the first two lines are the periodicity and phase conditions discussed in 
are introduced for brevity. M (flip) (p) refers to Equation (20). The matrices
, and s α ∈ R 1×nα are the obvious 337 matrices of derivatives with respect to x 0 and α, respectively. Furthermore, 
342
The symbol r ∈ R nα denotes the normal vector. Finally, u ∈ R nx , κ ∈ R,
343
and γ 1 ∈ R are auxiliary variables.
344
The derivatives ϕ x 0 , ϕ α , ϕ x 0 x 0 , and ϕ x 0 α can be obtained with automatic 
349
In general, the normal vector systems for manifolds of bifurcation points
350
of cycles have the form
where c ∈ {NS, flip} indicates the type of the bifurcation and normal vector 
where
is introduced for brevity and c ∈ {Hopf, sn}. Other types of critical manifolds
356
(e.g., feasibility constraints) can be considered in the same manner, but are 357 not necessary here. 
Optimization procedures with the normal vector constraints
359
The region of stable behavior is generally bounded by more than one andĩ max + 1, . . . , i max belong to periodic orbits and equilibria, respectively.
366
Combining the optimization problem (4) for periodic operation with the nor-367 mal vector constraints (22) and the defining system for r from (6) results in 368 the robust optimization problem
Constraints (25a) and (25b) ensure that the optimal solution corresponds 370 to a periodic orbit of the ODE system (1). Constraints (25c) are the fea-371 sibility constraints from (4). Equations (25d) and (25e) state the normal 372 vector systems (22) and (23), respectively. The symbol r (k) denotes the kth normal vector at point α (c k ,k) , which belongs to the kth critical boundary.
374
Constraints (25f) and (25g) implement (6) for the kth critical boundary.
375
The corresponding augmented optimization problem for the optimal equi-
where the first and second constraints are as in (5), and the normal vector 378 constraints are adopted from (25).
379
If both equilibria and periodic orbits exist, we solve optimization problems 
402
For the solution of problems (25) and (26) Figure 6 shows the optimal points that result from both the optimization solutions of model (18). The uncertainty region (7) corresponds to
where ∆k 1 = 0.02 and ∆k 3 = 0.002. Symbols k 
Results of the robust optimization with normal vector constraints 445
In order to find the optimal stable and robust mode of operation, we to φ = 32.81·10 −3 at the optimal point. It is apparent from Figure 7 that the 459 entire robustness region around the optimal point lies in the stable region.
460
The value of the objective function obtained is lower than those found in
461
Section 6.1.1, but we achieved stable and robust operation.
462
The optimal equilibrium is depicted as a solid line in Figure 8 . For com-
463
parison we also show the periodic solution that results for parameter values
3 + ∆k 3 ), i.e., the lower right corner of the robustness region. 
Nonisothermal chemical reactor
469
We consider an autocatalytic reaction P → A → B → C, where a 470 relatively stable reactant P is converted to a final product C through two 471 intermediate products A and B with the reaction steps
In (29) for the concentrations p, a, and b, and the energy balance read as 
495
The parameters κ u and δ are fixed to κ u = 5.5 · 10 −3 and δ = 0.1. The 496 parameters µ 0 and γ are optimization variables.
497
We optimize (31) by maximizing the concentration of the final product C.
498
Since the concentration of C is proportional to the concentration of interme-499 diate product B in (29), we choose the objective function where T is the period of the corresponding solution of system (31). For 501 equilibria this is equivalent to φ = β. 
Reference results obtained without normal vector constraints
503
We consider the feasibility constraints
the uncertainty region (7) 505
where ∆µ 0 = ∆γ = 0.02, and seek for the optimal equilibrium of system 506 (31). Figure 9 shows the optimal equilibrium that results from solving (5).
507
The parameters and objective function evaluate to (µ and φ = 1.36 at this point, respectively.
509
The optimal periodic solution that results from solving (4), which is also 510 marked in Figure 9 , corresponds to (µ
0 , γ (0) ) = (0.5, 0.1487) and φ = 0.94.
511
This point results from optimizing over all periodic orbits without normal 512 vector constraints, i.e., from solving (4).
513
The shaded areas in Figure 9 correspond to stable and feasible modes of 514 operation of the reaction system. Both optimal points are located on the 515 border of this area. Consequently, the optimal points that result from (4) 516 and (5) are not robust, since there exist arbitrarily small parameter variations 517 that result in a loss of stability.
518
We note for completeness that stable periodic solutions emanate from 519 the Hopf bifurcations shown in Figure 9 . Furthermore, stable periodic so- 
Results of the robust optimization with normal vector constraints
524
We solve the optimization problem (25) to find the optimal stable and ro- 
534
Note that it is not necessary here to switch between optimization problems 535 (25) and (26) in contrast to the previous example. 
Conclusion
537
We extended the normal vector method for robust optimization of para- it is necessary to compare optimal and robust periodic orbits to optimal and 546 robust equilibria.
547
We applied the proposed method to two chemical reaction processes that Furthermore, w (1) + iw (2) ∈ C nx and v (1) + iv (2) ∈ C nx are eigenvectors of f x 584 and f T x corresponding to the eigenvalues iω and −iω, respectively, u ∈ R nx , 585 γ 1 ∈ R, and γ 2 ∈ R are auxiliary variables, and r ∈ R nα denotes the normal 586
vector.
587
The normal vector system for saddle-node bifurcations of equilibria reads
where q is as in (24) andx (sn) equals v, the eigenvector of f T x corresponding 589 to eigenvalue zero. All other symbols are defined as for system G (Hopf) above.
590
In contrast to the normal vector systems G (NS) and G (flip) for bifurcations 591 of cycles, the derivatives f x , f α , f xx , and f xα used for defining G (Hopf) and 592 G (sn) can be obtained symbolically.
